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From the chair 

The Mining Safety and Health Advisory Committee plays an important role in protecting the safety and 

health of mine workers. While much of the industry’s attention has been focused on the coal sector 

and the efforts to deal with the re-emergence of coal workers’ pneumoconiosis, the mining and 

quarrying sector has been very proactive in identifying safety and health issues and developing 

strategies to minimise the effects on workers.  

In 2016–17, the committee has worked hard and professionally to provide advice and recommendations 

to the Minister regarding a number of issues, including in the management of respirable crystalline silica 

and lead, and I would like to thank each member for offering their time and expertise.  

One of the strengths of our legislative environment in Queensland is the consultative approach that is 

taken to safety and health. The tripartite nature of the committee—encompassing government, 

operators and employees—ensures that the views of all stakeholders are equally represented. The 

committee allows all parties to come together on equal footing to provide advice that is in the best 

interests of mine and quarry workers and the industry as a whole. The diverse, complex and robust 

discussions held during meetings give me confidence that the industry has the expertise and the 

willingness to overcome any challenges that arise. 

The activities and achievements outlined in this report show that the committee has played a 

significant role in 2016–17 in protecting the safety and health of mine and quarry workers. The 

committee’s priorities for 2017–18 are to: 

 review the effectiveness of the suite of legislation

 review the effectiveness of the controls in place to limit the risks to people from mining and

quarrying

 provide advice regarding proposed amendments to the Mining and Quarrying Safety and

Health Act 1999 and associated Regulations

 provide advice regarding current and future guidelines for the mining and quarrying sector

 ensure competencies for the mining and quarrying industry are up to date and relevant to the

current industry situation

 provide expert advice regarding the management of respirable crystalline silica and lead

 work closely with the department to develop and review the effectiveness and/or possibility of

generating consistencies in the similar exposure groups, naming and assignments, as well as

the potential of developing a respirable crystalline silica dust database

 assess the impact of intoxicants on mine workers and evaluate strategies to overcome the

issues they cause.

Mrs Kate du Preez 

Commissioner for Mine Safety and Health 
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Background 

The Mining Safety and Health Advisory Committee is required to be established under part 6 of the 

Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999. 

An annual report on the committee’s operations must be prepared by the chair as soon as practicable, but 

within four months, after the end of each financial year and given to the Minister for Natural Resources and 

Mines. The Minister must table the report in the Legislative Assembly within 14 sitting days. 

Role of the committee 

The primary function of the committee is to give advice and make recommendations to the Minister 

about promoting and protecting the safety and health of persons at mines and quarries. 

The committee must discharge its function by periodically reviewing the effectiveness of the: 

 Act, Regulations and guidelines 

 control of risk to any person from mining and quarrying operations. 

In periodically reviewing effectiveness, the committee must have regard to: 

 the risk management performance of the mining and quarrying industry 

 the appropriateness of guidelines 

 education, training and standards of competency within the mining and quarrying industry 

 the implementation of recommendations from inspectors’ investigations, coroners’ inquests, 

boards of inquiry and other sources 

 the promotion of community knowledge and awareness of safety and health in the mining and 

quarrying industry 

 any other matter referred to it by the Minister. 

The committee also has the functions of: 

 establishing, recognising and publishing the competencies accepted by it as qualifying a 

person to perform the stated tasks, and the safety and health competencies required to 

perform the duties of a person under the Act 

 making recommendations about individuals nominated to be district workers’ representatives, 

if asked by the Minister. 
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Membership 

The committee consists of nine members representing the Queensland Government, mine and quarry 

workers, and mine and quarry operators who are nominated to, and appointed by, the Minister. The 

chair of the committee is the Commissioner for Mine Safety and Health, Mrs Kate Du Preez. Members 

are appointed for terms of up to three years and there is no limit to the number of terms members can 

serve.  

The committee includes members from the Australian Workers’ Union (AWU), Cement Concrete and 

Aggregates Australia (CCAA), Queensland Resources Council (QRC) and the Department of Natural 

Resources and Mines (DNRM). There is currently a workers’ representative vacancy on the committee 

that has traditionally been filled by the Australian Manufacturing Workers Union (AMWU). The 

Commissioner has been working with unions to make a recommendation to the Minister to fill this 

vacancy. 

Table 1: Mining Safety and Health Advisory Committee members for 2016–17 

Name Membership Organisation Number of meetings 

Kate du Preez  Commissioner for Mine 
Safety and Health  

Independent chair 3 

Steven Carson1 Workers’ representative AWU 1 

Julie Devine Queensland Government 

representative 

DNRM 3 

Grant Egginton Operators’ representative QRC 2 

Richard Finch2 Workers’ representative AMWU 0 

Phil Goode3 Queensland Government 

representative 

DNRM 3 

Daryl Harrison4 Workers’ representative AWU 1 

Gavin Lawrence4 Workers’ representative AWU 1 

Maryann Wipaki Operators’ representative QRC 2 

Russel Wilson Operators’ representative CCAA 3 

1 Steven Carson was appointed to the committee as a representative of the Australian Workers Union on 6 February 2017. 

2 Richard Finch resigned as a member of the committee representing the Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union on 

7 September 2016. The position assigned to the Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union is currently vacant and there is 

currently no substitute member for this position. 

3 Phil Goode was reappointed to the committee on 6 February 2017. 

4 Daryl Harrison resigned as a member of the committee representing the Australian Worker’s Union on 12 October 2016 

and was replaced by Gavin Lawrence on 6 February 2017. Mr Lawrence was a substitute member prior to his appointment 

to the committee. 
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Substitute members 

Four substitute members were appointed to stand in when members are not available. 

Table 2: Mining Safety and Health Advisory Committee substitute members for 2016–17 

Name Membership Organisation Number of meetings 

Peter Ambrose Operators’ representative CCAA 0 

Eric Bouchardt1 Workers’ representative AWU 1 

Simon Delander Operators’ representative QRC 2 

Gavin Lawrence2 Workers’ representative AWU 0 

1 Eric Bouchardt was appointed as a substitute member of the committee representing the Australian Workers’ Union on 

6 February 2017 following Gavin Lawrence’s appointment as a full member of the committee. 

2 Gavin Lawrence resigned as a substitute member and was appointed as a full member of the committee representing the 

Australian Worker’s Union on 6 February 2017 following the resignation of Daryl Harrison on 12 October 2016.  

 

 

Mining Safety and Health Advisory Committee visit to Mt Carlton Gold Mine—June 2017 
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Meetings held 

The committee held three official meetings in 2016–17. Additional meetings were held on 19 October 

2016 via teleconference and on 14 December 2016 in Brisbane. However, while these meetings were 

attended by members of each of the tripartite partners, they lacked a quorum as there were no 

officially appointed workers’ representatives of the committee at those times. 

As all tripartite parties were represented at the meeting on 14 December 2016, the meeting 

proceeded as if it was a meeting with a quorum. Minutes of the meeting were taken in accordance 

with committee procedures and the opinions, advice and considerations of the meeting were 

recorded.  

The subsequent meeting in March had a quorum and considered the minutes of the December 

meeting as if it was an official meeting. Committee members put a motion that the minutes be 

accepted, the motion was seconded and accepted. The actions recorded at the December meeting 

were endorsed as actions to be carried out by the committee and were added to the actions register.   

Table 3: Mining Safety and Health Advisory Committee meetings in 2016–17 

Meeting number Date Location 

1 29 September 2016 Brisbane 

2 14 March 2017 Ipswich 

3 15 June 2017 Townsville 

 

Work of the committee 

The committee achieves its primary function by: 

 reviewing the effectiveness of the legislation (Act, Regulations and guidelines) 

 reviewing the effectiveness of the control of risk to any person from mining and quarrying 

operations 

 recognising, establishing and publishing  

 the competencies qualifying a person to perform stated tasks 

 the safety and health competencies required to perform the duties of a person under the 

Act. 
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Review the effectiveness of the legislation 

In reviewing the effectiveness of the mining and quarrying safety and health legislation, the committee 

examines the Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999, the Mining and Quarrying Safety and 

Health Regulation 20011 and the suite of Queensland guidelines published under the Regulation. 

The committee maintains a good working relationship with the Department of Natural Resources and 

Mines and will continue to identify amendments that are essential to the effectiveness of the suite of 

legislation. 

Review of the Act, Regulations and Queensland guidelines 

In 2016–17, the committee initiated a review of the full suite of mining and quarrying safety and health 

legislation in accordance with the Act. The review is in its early stages and aims to advise the Minister 

on the effectiveness of the Act, Regulations and guidelines, and the control of any risk to any person 

from mining operations.  

The review will continue in 2017–18. 

Amendments relating to the Monash review 

The committee worked closely with the department to develop the Mining Safety and Health 

Legislation (Coal Workers’ Pneumoconiosis and Other Matters) Amendments Regulation 2016 to 

address the findings of the review by the Monash University Centre for Occupational and 

Environmental Health. 

The objectives of the Regulation relevant to mineral mining and quarrying are to: 

 prescribe notifiable occupational diseases under the legislation 

 strengthen respirable dust management requirements. 

This Regulation commenced on 1 January 2017. 

Amendments to the Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Act 1999 

The committee also analysed and provided advice regarding 36 amendments to the Act that were 

under consideration to address a range of safety and health issues.  

Some of those amendments received tripartite support through the committee, while others received 

no support or limited support.  

In relation to these amendments, the committee raised concerns with the department regarding the 

framework for the consultation process and the time constraints imposed by the allocated timeframe. 

  

                                                      
1 This Regulation was replaced by the Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Regulation 2017 on  
1 September 2017 
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Remake of the Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Regulation 2001 

The committee provided advice to the department and Minister on the mandated remake of the 

Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Regulation 2001. 

The committee provided advice regarding amendments that corrected errors, omissions and 

legislative anomalies, and clarified the intent of the legislation without changing the policy intent of 

provisions. 

The Mining and Quarrying Safety and Health Regulation 2017 came into effect on 1 September 2017. 

Development of new Queensland guidelines 

The committee worked closely with the department on the development of a new Queensland 

guideline relating to the management of respirable crystalline silica. QGL02: Guideline for 

management of respirable crystalline silica in Queensland mineral mines and quarries was published 

in August 2017 

This guideline was developed to help the mine site senior executives identify the key operational 

areas of respirable dust generation, as well as assist with risk management of exposure to respirable 

dust. This also includes validation of the effectiveness of the controls and implementation of corrective 

actions if controls have been found to be ineffective. 

The committee also worked closely with the department on the development of a guideline for tyres, 

wheels and rims. It is intended that this guideline will apply to all tyres, wheels and rims on mobile, 

transportable and fixed plants at a mine or quarry and include all associated tools and equipment. This 

guideline is expected to be published in 2017–18. 

Globally harmonised system of classification and labelling of chemicals 

The committee provided advice and assistance to the department in the development of three 

guidelines under the globally harmonised system of classification and labelling of chemicals.  

The following guidelines were endorsed by the committee members in attendance at the 14 December 

2016 meeting:  

 classification and labelling of hazardous chemicals 

 safety data sheets for hazardous chemicals 

 manifest quantities and placarding. 

These guidelines were necessary as reference is currently made in mineral mining Regulations to 

hazardous substances sections of the National Occupational Health and Safety Commission (NOHSC) 

documents, which contain extensive supporting information for the requirements in the Regulations. The 

NOHSC documents are not being maintained as they relate to a superseded framework for hazardous 

substances. 

The guidelines replace the NOHSC documents and support the new hazardous chemicals framework 

under the globally harmonised system of classification and labelling of chemicals program, which 

commenced on 1 January 2017.  

The release of these guidelines was delayed pending amendments to the Regulation. 
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Review the effectiveness of the control of risk to any person 

The committee provided independent advice to the Minister about the effectiveness of the control of 

risk to any person from mining and quarrying operations regarding: 

 the implications of the Monash review for mineral mining and quarrying 

 the proposed implementation of initiatives to address the risks of silicosis 

 the specific risk of blood lead levels from lead mining 

 the need for a respirable crystalline silica workshop. 

The committee also worked with, or provided advice to, the department about initiatives to address 

the recommendations of the Monash review, the implementation of the global harmonisation scheme, 

guidance notes and safety bulletins. 

The committee provided advice on the following guidance notes: 

 Site safety and health representatives and site safety and health committees (QGN25) 

The purpose of this guidance note is to provide information to mineral mines and quarries 

about the roles, functions and powers of site safety and health representatives and site safety 

and health committees.  

The committee endorsed its release at its September meeting. 

 Electrical propulsion systems used in self-powered earth moving machinery (QGN26) 

This guidance note provides practical guidance to mine operators, site senior executives, 

electrical engineering managers and persons to control electrical work about the requirements 

for safe electrical design and maintenance of electrical propulsion systems used in self-

powered earthmoving machinery such as dozers, trucks and front-end loaders. It is to be 

considered in addition to any Australian or international standards that may be applicable for 

this type of equipment.  

Following a round of consultation, including seeking a gap analysis and additional data, the 

committee endorsed the release of this guidance note at its March meeting. 

 Falls and fall prevention (draft) 

It is intended that this guidance note will provide generic advice on how to recognise the 

range of fall hazards and what actions and controls are necessary—with reference to people, 

machinery and materials or tools falling from height—to manage risk effectively. 

 Exploration (draft) 

There can be a large range of activities involved with exploration, and each one may present 

different hazards and risks that need to be controlled. It is intended that this guidance note be 

a practical guide to assist those involved in surface exploration for minerals, including coal 

and quarry products, to develop and implement safe systems of work for those activities. It is 

intended that it will cover the life cycle of exploration activities.  

After considerable consultation, the committee unanimously supported the department’s 

release of this guidance note. 
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 Surface tailings storage facilities (tailings dams) management (draft) 

The purpose of this guidance note is to summarise and provide information to mine 

management on basic risk-based precautions and concepts to ensure the safety of tailings 

storage facilities for surface mine sites. It does not offer advice on tailings disposal or 

placement into underground mines. 

It is intended that a particular emphasis of this guidance note will be to raise basic awareness 

of tailings storage facilities management and provide inspection prompts to assist mine 

management in helping keep their assets safe. It also intends to provide mine management 

with better awareness of tailings storage facilities management generally and how to better 

interpret third party reports. 

The committee supported the importance of this guidance note at its June meeting after 

considering the report into the findings of the Nento Rodrigues tailings dam wall failure in 

Samarco Brazil (also see the ‘Recognising, establishing and publishing competencies’ 

section). However, the committee noted the difficulty associated with locating a registered 

training organisation that offers certified training in particular tailings dam-related 

competencies. 

 Shaft construction (draft) 

This is a three-part guidance note designed to provide information to mineral mining 

operations on how to systematically manage shaft construction risks to ensure compliance 

with the legislative framework. It is intended to eliminate or minimise risks associated with 

shaft sinking winders, winding systems and associated shaft sink processes and practices. 

Part 1 of the guidance note is intended to set out a risk management approach, and the 

minimum requirements for developing a shaft construction management plan and its inclusion 

in the overall safety and health management system for the mine. It sets out the 

recommended minimum safety requirements for the design, installation and maintenance of 

shaft sink winding systems and shaft sink construction processes using blind sink and strip 

and line techniques. 

Part 2 is intended to provide guidance and instruction to the site senior executive and those 

involved in the engineering design of shaft sinking and proposed winding equipment. 

Part 3 is intended to provide guidance and instruction on shaft sink operations and covers 

pre-sink activities and main sink set-up—installation, commissioning and testing, the 

operation of winding systems, main sink, mucking systems, support installation and equipping 

shaft lining, and maintenance and decommissioning of the winding system. 

The committee provided advice on the following safety bulletins: 

 Managing rockfall hazards at development headings 

Injuries and deaths from rockfalls are a key risk in the mining industry. This safety bulletin 

provides guidance on the considerations mine management and workers should follow when 

determining operational risk controls, including the level of face support or meshing at 

development faces. 
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 Supporting Telstra and other carrier communication networks 

This safety bulletin provides advice to mine operators on the complexities of the management 

and maintenance of telecommunication towers and other facilities owned by 

telecommunication companies within mining leases and at mines and quarries.  

 Earthquake and seismic events (draft) 

This safety bulletin requires that an emergency response is triggered following a seismic 

event (defined in the bulletin) or earthquake.  

The committee raised concerns about what should be considered for action in the event of a 

seismic event regarding pillar design. The safety bulletin is currently being amended to 

address this matter before it is released. 

Recognising, establishing and publishing competencies 

In 2016–17, the committee commenced a review of the adequacy of all mineral mining and quarrying 

competencies. The review was initially focused on quarrying and will move onto large mineral mines 

in 2017–18. The review will examine competencies in other jurisdictions as part of the process, 

including Western Australia, New South Wales and South Africa.  

During the year, the committee also considered new competencies for: 

 site senior executives and supervisors of quarries 

 tailings storage facilities. 

Before the proposed new competencies can be introduced, the committee must ascertain the 

availability of suitable training courses and organisations that can deliver the recognised 

competencies. This work is expected to be completed in 2017–18. 

Competencies for site senior executives and supervisors of quarries 

The committee has proposed new competencies to replace the current requirements for site senior 

executives and supervisors of quarries employing more than 20 workers, between 5 and 20 workers, 

and 5 or less workers to complete resources and infrastructure industry units of competency. This will 

better align Queensland’s competencies with other Australian states. On appointment to a statutory 

role, site senior executives and supervisors will have 12 months to complete the relevant training 

modules. In addition, new experience requirements will require a site senior executive to have worked 

in a mine or quarry before their appointment. 

The department, as the committee’s representative, consulted with Cement Concrete and Aggregates 

Australia about the proposed new competencies. 

As part of consideration of the new competencies, the department identified an issue regarding the 

appointment of temporary site senior executives. When a temporary site senior executive is in the role 

for greater than two weeks, they must be fully qualified. For some small mines, this requirement may 

be difficult to meet. As a result, transitional arrangements will need to be put in place to address this 

problem and the committee will need to ensure that courses in the competencies are available. 
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Tailings storage facilities 

As part of its considerations of the draft surface tailings storage facilities (tailings dams) management 

guidance note, the committee discussed the potential requirement for a statutory role or a tailings 

competency. The committee agreed that a person responsible for a tailings storage facility requires 

unique skills and experience.  

The committee considered whether this could be managed via a statutory role or competency, or 

whether it could be included in the management structure. After considering the report into the 

findings of the Nento Rodrigues tailings dam wall failure in Samarco Brazil, the committee determined the 

following competencies to be necessary for positions responsible for management of tailings dam facilities: 

 RIIWBP202D Distribute tailings 

 PMAOPS460 Monitor and operate tailings management facilities 

 RIIWB203D Monitor tailings dam environment. 

Workshops 

In 2016–17, the committee held one workshop and made preparations for a workshop to be held in 

July 2017. 

Lead workshop 

In February 2017, the committee held a workshop with stakeholders representing the department, 

mine and quarry workers, and mine and quarry operators to consider the impacts of proposed 

changes by Safe Work Australia to exposure limits for lead.  

The workshop was attended by 24 stakeholders, including epidemiologists, occupational hygienists, 

toxicologists, mine operators, worker representatives, the Chief Inspector of Mines (Mineral Mines 

and Quarries) and the Commissioner for Mine Safety and Health. 

The purpose of the workshop was to identify and provide advice to the Minister about: 

 a baseline of current industry practice regarding blood lead levels (PbB) 

 PbB and atmospheric lead levels (PbA) that, on the best available evidence, would manage 

the risk of consequences on mining workers. 

The workshop found that, on the available epidemiological and toxicological evidence, the existing 

lead exposure limits and monitoring regime do not adequately protect workers from exposure to 

inorganic lead and advised the adoption of reduced limits as outlined by Safe Work Australia. 

The workshop also identified that, not only were Queensland lead mines and refineries in compliance 

with existing PbB occupational exposure limits, but had implemented lower removal levels based on 

internal corporate risk assessments and were generally compliant with the proposed Safe Work 

Australia occupational exposure limits as well. 

The workshop also noted that PbB does not have a linear relationship to PbA and does not require a 

corresponding reduction in the PbA occupational exposure limit to achieve the proposed PbB target. 

The committee provided advice to the Minister to adopt the new reduced exposure limit outlined by 

Safe Work Australia at the soonest possible opportunity, with a two-year transitional period. 
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Respirable crystalline silica workshop 

The committee made preparations for a workshop in July 2017 to explore the epidemiological 

evidence, current compliance and potential impact of a change in operational exposure limits for 

respirable crystalline silica.  

The aim of the workshop was to identify and provide advice to the Minister about: 

 a baseline of current industry practice regarding silica levels 

 comparison of national and international jurisdictions 

 concerns in errors with current sampling methods and real-time monitoring 

 Queensland guideline QGL02: Management of respirable crystalline silica in Queensland 

mineral mines and quarries. 

Stakeholder engagement 

The committee consulted extensively with mining and quarrying stakeholders, including: 

 the department regarding the development of a QDEX system for electronic lodgement of 

mine and quarry maps and plans 

 Safe Work Australia in relation to the respirable airborne contaminants workplace/operational 

exposure standards review project and the impacts that may have on workplace exposure 

standards 

 the Australian Skills Quality Authority in relation to the multitude of training programs being 

offered by registered training organisations, and concerns that some training is substandard 

and the impact that may have on the effectiveness of mine and quarry safety and health 

standards 

 Queensland’s representatives on the National Drugs Strategy (Queensland Health and 

Queensland Police Service), unions and mine operators to better understand the risk to 

people and mining and quarrying operations from drugs and alcohol, and the effectiveness of 

the Act, Regulations and recognised standards in controlling this risk 

 the Occupational Health Mining Advisory Committee—previously Health Improvement and 

Awareness Committee—in relation to the role of that committee in supporting the Mining Safety 

and Health Advisory Committee regarding miner health standards and issues. 

Expenses incurred 

Members of the committee are not entitled to any remuneration other than the reimbursement of 

reasonable expenses and travel allowances to attend meetings. 

The total expenses incurred and claimed by members in 2016–17 was $2307.94. 

 


